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., By M. Panetti

A..special financial contribution of 60,000 lire
granted by the Ministry of National “Economy and supple-”
mented by personal gifts of Arturo B.occiardi, Piet,ro
Fen”oglio; and of the firms of Ilva, Terni, and S. Giorgio
of Borzoli, d.i.rected by them, totaling ,27,500 lire has
permitted the Aeronautical Laboratory of the Royal Insti-
tute of Engineering at Turin to create an experimental
station for model propellers.

The apparatus consists of a universal balance with
transmission at variable speeds from 300 to 5,000 revolu-
tions per minute r.nd a group directly coupled to the model
for speeds of 5 to ?0,000 revolutions. The balance was
designed by the director of the laboratory according to
the plan of a similar aopeuratus at the Experimental Labor-

..

story of the Ministry o> Aeronautics at Rome except that
the new apparatus was provided with a torsion meter for
measuring the torque (fig, 2).

The balance consists of a yoke suspended on knife
edges ,arldin the yoke is inserted a vertical arm d sup-
~orting the propeller nacelle 0, on which in turn is
“mounted the propeller, fore or aft. Two horizontal arms
c.t right angles to each other (fig. 3) BI B3, Ba B4 are

rrranged so that one is parallel and the other normal to
the ~.v”ind-tunnel axis, the first arm being used for measur-
ing the thrust T and the second for measuring the torque
c of the ’j~ropeller. Figure 3 shotvs the plan view of the
balance. The hei~ht h of the “propeller axis above the
centefi G “of the suspension is 1,300 mill~meters nnd the
length - of each lever arm of the pans p and weights
P from ~he center is 650 millimeters. Denoting by pt

an”d Pt the weights on the longitudinal and transverse
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arms, respectively, req,uired for balancing, we have:

By varying the velocity V of the wind and the rotational

velocity n . @Q (M
2TT

of the pro:pelle”r of radius R, a very

large
v

range of the velocity ratio* ~jj = Y may be o%tained,

not excluding very large values of Y for which the pro-,

peller thrust and the torque required to maintain it be-
come negative, transforming the propeller into a windmill=

Tests on propeller models extended over the above
range have been carried out On this balance by Faraboschi
(reference 1) ~,nd published in }lAerotecnica. The dis-
tinctive character of the apparatus of the Turin labora-
tory is the torsion meter connected to the two-component
balance for measurin~ the torque transmitted by the model
propeller.

If the an~le between the wind direction and the pro-
pell-er axis is zero the torque can thus be measured by two
methods, one of which could be used as a c-heck against the
other. It is likewise possible to obtain the efficiency
of the transmission as the rat-io of the moment recorded by————————— :...———..--.----—
the transverse balance arm to that’ simultaneously indicated
by the torsion meter. This calibration is effected by test-
ing the propeller without setting the tunnel ‘air in motion
so as to avoid. any possible yawing of the yropeller axis
with respect to the wind direction-

The value of’ the efficiency thus obtained, which is a
function of the speed of rotation, is then applied to the
tests with the: ~+ir in motion, so as to deduce from the
reading of the torsion meter the torque acting on the ro-
tating propeller. This torque obtained. with the air in
motion does not come out equ,al to that indicated by the.
transverse arm of the hal.ante due to the phenomenon of
side flew which is ve,ry difficult to eliminate onti.rely.

3y recordinfl the setting of the propeiler axis by
means of a Cra,f,uated circle rot?.ted by worm F, such de-
viations may be eliminated or at least reduced to small

—-—————--------------------------------------------------
*
Translators note: Author uses ratio Y = V/WR instead

of the more familiar V/n~: <

.
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values and the -o’ositi.onthus found assumed for the ‘pmqioses
of. the test. ~~nally, by measuring the angles of ‘the side
wind deviation ,and re-peating~the weighings for”’’t~b posi-
tions inclined at the same ~.ngle but at opposite .sides

(“conjugate” positions) ; the aerodynamic effect of the
side deviation of the flow could be obtained.

!lhe rotational motion of the propeller is controlled
by a motor with axis vertical - that is, placed at the base
of the balance and has a variable. and reversible speed.
The speed. could he varied from 300 to 5,000 lJy”a L60nard
converter by which the motor is fed, At its maximum speed,
the motor develops a, torque of 2,700 kilogram meters corre-
sponding to “18 horsepower.

The transmission frem the motor to the model is by
means of a shaft, likewise vertical, and running along the
height of the measuring apparatus. The shaft is divided
into two branches, the one below the suspension containing
the torsion meter and the “upper one running inside the arm
supporting the prope].ler nacelle mounted at the height of
the wind-tunnel axis.

Inside the nacelle, by means of tocthed wheels of an-
gle N, the motion may be transmitted to either a trac-
tor propeller placed at the bow A or a pusher propeller
at the stern H, or both propellers” may be mounted and
turned in opposite directions for the purpose of investi-
gating the behavior of propellers mounted in tandem.

3y changing the toothed wheels the transmission ratio
may be varied up to ~, value where the speed of the model
is twice that of the motor, the model speed thus being
raised to 10,000 r.p.m.

The joining of the two branches of the shaft, is also.
by means of a universal joint G, vvhose center coincides
with, the center of the balance suspension. In this way
there is no decrease in the freedom of motion of the ver-
tical arm’, required. for nakinw the weighings, by the conti-
nuity of the internal transmission shaft . The lower branch
of the transmission shaft is holl~~?ed out so as to permit
the torsion-meter rod to be enclosed in it and is divided
into two parts, one of which turns together with one end
of the rod, the secc,nd nart turniilg with the other rod
end. The’ ttio parts end-in disks, one of which D3” is of

one piece with the lower shaft branch and carries a trans-
parent celluloid disk graduated in divisions,. each of
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which. corresponds to 2°. The disk Da which is of one

piece with the upper branch ,and”is’ opaque, carTies a win-

dow through which the scale can he viewed (fig. 4). A
third opa,que disk Dl likewise of one piece with the UP-
per branch, is connected at ~ conveni’e”nt distance from the
second disk and also carries a window and an. ‘indicator.

A light ray directed vertically upvrard passes through
the disks when the latter pass in front of the eye of the
observer and a 45° mirror reflects the light ‘ray, permit-
ting the reading of the angle of, twist of the rod.

The torsion rods with tvhich the balance is furnished,
are separated at the top by 560 ‘millimeters and the re-
spective diameters are 11, 8, 5, and 4 millimeters. There
are two stiffening branches of 10 millimeters to bring the
constant near the desired value and avoid. too sharp a dis-
continuity at the section.

The engine torq,ue C in kilogram meters is oktained
from the reading of the angle of torsion a in degrees by

means of straight-line formulas deduced experimentally, as
the following for the 8-millimeter rod:

c = 100 [a” - 0.4°3

The balance is likewise provided with an epicycloidal
gear train by means of which there is communicated to the
lower disk a t~ist relative to the two upper disks ten
times greater than the torsion under which the rod is sub-
jected. The gear-wheel support is fixed to the upper

branch of the hollow shaft and carries two coaxial gear-
wheels, the one rl having 16 teeth meshiilg with a wheel

R1 having 80 teeth and connected to the loner branch, the

other Rz of 64 teeth meshing with. a pinion ra of 32

teeth connected by a sleeve to the upper branch and sup-
portin~ the transparent disk D3. Naturally another set

of gear wheels is situated at the diametrically opposite
position so as to kalance the first set and reduce the
forces acting on the teeth. (See fig. ,5. )

The rotation a Of the 1IOI1OII lover shaft with re-
spect to the upper is equal. to the twist of the bar and
since the transmission ratio as deduced from the number of

teeth is 80..– x 52 = 10, the rotation of the last wheel
16 32

‘2 with respect to the first RI is equal to 10 a as
indicated on the sketch (fig. 5).
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.,
The gear wheel, s ~.r.e~“a,ae,ot’,elektron and balanced so

that the result@t .cerit~,if,~g”,a,lforce passes through the
center o-f the b’”alll’eafi”ng.””’In spite ,of this the friction
affects, the sensitivity of” the torsion meter when the ro-
tational speed is”ver’y .hig,h.

MEASUREMENT 03’,THE EF”~’ECT L7fi,THE ANGLE BETWEEN

THE PROPELLEIi iXIS,AND”THE WIND “DIRECTION

The effect of th”e ‘“ang]~etif “yaw is to ‘introduce:

1. A side force .E lying in “tileplane of the pro-
peller disk in the same direction as the proj-
ection. U on this plane of the velocity V
of the wind,;

..
d . A torque M normal to the force H.

The existence of ’.the~e ,acti~ns .is made clearer by con-
sidering two diametrica,.lly opposite blades and two sec-
ti@ns of equal radius r shown superposed in figure 6,
S (upper blade) and J (~~~er hlade)c As a result of the
angle nf yaw the section S “is acted upon by a greater
resultant relative. wind. Ws at an angle of attack “s
and hence d.~velcps a lift Rs “much “greater than Ri. The
difference between the projections of Rs and Ri on the

proye,ller disk gives the side thrust H. Taking the mo-
ments of Rs and Ri with respect to the diameter paral-
lel to ~ their diff’eren.ce gives the moment M. It is
easy to see th’at the above explanation agrees with the
general rule given Rrhen the conventions for representing
the vectors w and M are identical.

Other effects of less importance result from the yaw
due to the acticn of the propeller ra,ke but since the rake
is not generally repio~uced on the model and the effects
a,re of negligible ma~ni,t-o.de, me have not taken them into
account in the present investigation.

For measuring the effect cf the yawed propeller the
balance is provided with a turret (fig. 2) rotating wit~
the vertical arm d that carries the nacelle @ and hence
the axis of the propeller. The angles ,of si,de.deviation
are read upon a gr~,duated circle on the turret.

~..mmmm...--.mmm.m.m. —
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The foot of the ba,lance is fixed. for the present and
hence also the longitudinal direction about which the
torque is measured and the transverse direction with re-
spect to which the thrust i.s measured, but it is planned
to modify the apparatus so that th”e directions may be va-
ried with respect to the mind direction.

With the wind parallel to the fixed longitudinal axis,
the above measurement of the torque and thrust are made
and. the reading of the torsion meter should agree with that
of the balance stout its longitudinal axis provided, of
course, the torsion-meter formula takes into account the
mechanical losses in the tra.nsmissicn.

After the above check, two tests may be carried out
in conjugate positions; thzt is, with the propeller axis
deviating to the right and left of the wind direction by
an equal angle & so as to obtain identical values but
oppcsite in sign for the force H and the moment M, and
thrust T and torque Cl of equal magnitude and sign.

From the sketch shown on figures 7 and 8, the follow-
ing equations are deduced: For the yaw 8 to the right
(fig. 7) on the assumption of a right-hand propeller:

(T COS 6 - H sin 8) h+ C sin 8 - M cos 8 = a pt’
(9)

(Tsin&+Hcos S)h - (C cos3+Msin8)=apt1

where
Pt ‘ and

~t ‘
are the ~eights about the transverse

and longitudinal axes, res~ectively, on the pans indicated
in the figure, and a = 0.650; h = 1.300 are the lever
arms of the balance as indicated in figure 1.

For the same yaw 8 to the left

(T COS 6 - H sin 6) h - C sin 8 + M cos 8 = a ptt’
(lo)

-( Tsin8+E cos8)h-(Ccos 8+ Msin8)=apt’r )

Naturally since T, C, H, and M for a given propeller are
all functions of the velocity ratio Y and ~r~~crtional
tc pw2, it is necessary to divi.d.e the ahcve equations by
the latter quantity ?.nd.we shall assume th?,t this has been
done without changing the nctatic!n of the equations.

Since it is necessary to substitute values of
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Pt’ pt” pt~ ptt’ corresponding to the same value of “Y,

the curves of th’ess mu~t’first be ‘“dra~~nas “functions o“f Y
and then sets of values of p
Y

assumed for each vaiuti &f
for which it is desired to know the values of T, C, H,

and M.

Introducing the f“ollolving brief notation:

s = sin Ei,” c = Cos 8

Dt = (ptl -,pt!~) -~z; S* = (pt? +-pt”) ;:5
pw (11)

Dt =, (Pt t 1
-Pz”) ---2; = (P~

‘t .,,pul
‘ + PI”) .--2

,.

and noting that h = ?a, there are easily deduced from
the equations ab~vc

,4 (~tc + Dzs); hR4 =~ (DtC - Sts)TR4=~
(12)

K R5 = 0.725 (Dzs - S~C);
5

mR= 0.725 (Ptc + Szs)

111 the allove formulas T and K are the” well-known
coefficients of thrust and torque in the. expressions of
Rc$nard for a propeller of” radius R; h and m are the
analogous coefficients for the side force and moment. The

measurement that is simultaneously made with, the torsion
meter permits a very good’ check on the value of the torque

K R5 obtained from the above fo.rmula.s.

If there i.s a small angle. c between the longitudi-
nalax.i”s. of the balance and the direction of. the wind,
there are a.educed by observations in conjugate positions
with res:oect to the wind,, the following relations (fig.” 9):

[Tl CO S(8+C) - HI sin(8+E)] h + Cl sin(8+~)

Ml ccs(i3-+-E) = apti

[Tl sin(8+c) + HI COS(8+6)] h -, Cl COS(6+E)

Ml sin(8+~) = ap~~
“(13)

[,T2 CO S(8-C) - Ha sin.(6-~)]. h - C2 sin(6-~) ,.

+ M2 COS(6-K) = apt”

- [Te sin(6-C) + H,2 COS(6-6)] h - [Ca COS(6-E)

+ Ma sin(b-c)] = apt”
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Naturally, TI = T2 HI = Ha Cl =“ Ca Ml = M2

On the assumption that 6 is very “small and with the nota-
tion already introduced

Cos (8 +- c) = c- c s sin (6 -t c) = s+ c c

Cos (6 - c) = c+ c s sin (8 - 6) = s- c c

Proceeding as in the previous case, there are deduced
fcr the four unknowns the following values:

(14)

KR5= ;S;g~Z [(Dt + E D~) s.- (SZ - E %) CI

In this case too, the torsion meter reading gives a
check for the moment coefficient. If the absolute values
Cf p are sufficiently near each other St is the differ-

ence ‘cetween two rather large v~.lues of approximately the
same magnitude so that, the effects of instrument and ob-
servation errors are appreciable.

In obtaining the torque coefficient K it is therQ-
fore advisable to rely oil the rea,dings of the torsion me-
ter and comnare the values obtained from the conjugate
weighings a-s a check cn the exact value of the angle 6
which the wind direction makes with the normal to the lon-
gitudinal fulcrum of tl.?,ebalance.

FIRST SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS AT ‘TURIN LABORATORY

Torino E 2 4j.a~s.&___LQ.3!2a_Ql ● - We again consider a
propeller having two controllable blades, the sections of
which are shcwn in figure 10. The propeller characteris-
tics are given only for the maximum value of the pitch ra-
tio p/D = 1.91 for am angle of 20° between the propeller

— .-. ,,,.,,
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thrust line and the wind velocity V (fig. 11). The
pitch W,~S measured at 70 pe”rcent of the radius ‘where the
blade angle “o”fthe’ s~ction was ’400 471 *hose tangent is
0.863, Thus

Figure 11 shows the coefficients T and K (thrust
and torque coefficients, respectively) plotted against Y

(y = V/nD/n where R is the propeller radius) for the
= V/u)R

tw~ cases where the angle 6 between the propeller thrust
line and the direction of the mind velocity V is 0° and
20°, the ccrres”:?ondin~ curves being indicated by dotted and
full lines, res~pectively, Both coefficients are increased
for large values of Y as a result of the angular devia-
ticn 8. For 6=0° there is no divergence. The side
force H and its torqus M are represented by their coef-
ficients

h = –––~––= and m =
M

——.———
pRUJ p R5 LU2

The first coefficient h increases with Y at a
greater than proportional. rate vhereas the second increases
at first, reack.es a maximurl for Y = 0.5, then becomes
zero again for a. value of Y somewhat greater than those
at wb.ich K vanishes. The coefficient h includes the
acticn on the tcrped.o-shaped nacelle (1OO mm in diameter,
470 mm long (fiRs. 2 and 3)). The latter effect was sepa-
rately determined and subtracted from the total H thus
deriving the coefficient he which corresponds to the
propeller alone.

The method of testing the propeller is that descri%ed
in a previous section of this report.

Translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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